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IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES

A LIST OF QUESTIONABLE EMINENCE

Mypoic(Adj.)- short-sighted, uncreative- संकुचित वििारिाला
Dread(Adj.)- alarming, frightening- भयािह
Embody(V)- manifest, concretise- प्रत्यक्ष करना
Discretion(N)- choice, judgement- ननर्णय
Vigour(N)- strength, toughness- ताक़त
Embrace(V)- accept, welcome- शामिल करना
Nascent(Adj.)- preliminary, undeveloped -आरम्भ होता हुआ
Undergird(V)- support, bolster- सहारा देना
Eminence(N)- greatness, distinction- िहानता



A list of questionable eminence

• The government’s list of ‘Institutes of Eminence’

(IoEs) was awaited for the simple reason that finding a

place in it would help an educational institution avoid

the clutches of a dreaded regulator.

• Two governments in the past decade have tried to

revamp the regulatory environment for higher

education.

• The latest offering is in the form of a proposed Higher

Education Commission of India (HECI).



A list of questionable eminence

• If the HECI is going to be more than just old wine in a new

bottle.

• The government has chosen a total of six institutions

— three public and three private — for the IOE status.

The public institutions are: the Indian Institute of Science (IISc),

Bengaluru; and the Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) at

Delhi and Mumbai.

The private ones are: the Birla Institute of Technology and

Science (BITS), Pilani; the Jio Institute; and the Manipal

Academy of Higher Education.

The most obvious question that arises is: Where are the universities?





A list of questionable eminence

• The IISc’s does not embrace the social sciences and the humanities.

• These engineering schools, notably the IITs are focussed on a narrow domain.

• BITS Pilani doesn’t have the breadth of disciplines to be considered a university.

• One of them, we are told, has been conferred the status solely on grounds of its

promise.

• The absence of Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) from the present list striking.



A LIST OF QUESTIONABLE EMINENCE

Condemnatory

TONE



SENTENCE REARRANGEMENT

In the following question part (A) is fixed hence rearrange the 

remaining parts i.e.; (B), (C), (D), and (E) of the sentence. If the given 

sentence is already arranged, mark option number (5) i.e.; No change 

required as your answer.

The law provides(A)/ a mandatory minimum sentence(B)/ of 10 years 

for offences(C)/ quantities of drugs (D)/ involving commercial.(E)

(1) BCDE     (2) BCED (3) DBCE     (4) CBDA     (E) No change 

required



IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES

IS PLANTING SAPLINGS A SOLUTION TO THE FELLING OF TREES?

Deteriorate(V)- decay, worsen- बिगड़ना
Tread(V)- crush, squash- पांि रखना
Vicinity(N)- locality, territory- आस-पास
Offset(V)- counterbalance, balance- िरािर करना
Demarcate(V)- separate, distinguish- सीिांकन करना
breakneck(Adj.)- high-speed, rapid- तजे़ रफ़्तारिाला
Ludicrous(Adj.)- absurd, ridiculous- ऊटपटांग
In lieu of- instead of-के स्थान पर
Inevitability(N)- the quality of being certain to happen- अननिायणता



Is planting saplings a solution to the felling of trees?

India, the world’s fastest growing economy, the urban population 

(nearly 32%) contributes over 60% to the GDP.

it possible to create large-scale urban infrastructure, provide high 

economic growth while ensuring environmental sustainability?

Environmental pollution caused by daily hour-long traffic jams on a 10-

km stretch will do more harm to the environment and to people’s health 

than felling 1,000 trees.

The line between development and environment is a fine one. We must 

read it carefully.

YES Not creating essential urban infrastructure will only lead to a 
deteriorating quality of life



Is planting saplings a solution to the felling of trees?

Compensatory afforestation has failed in India and should be rejectedNO

CA is seen as a compromise between ecological requirements and developmental 

aspirations.

why the policy of CA should be rejected

- growing trees is not a substitute for altering shared habitats.

- CA has not worked because of availability of land where plantations can be 

raised without encumbrances.

- afforestation overdrive by government departments are often not suitable for 

tree cover.

- Laws like the Forest (Conservation) Act of 1980 and the Delhi Preservation of 

Trees Act of 1994 were enacted have fuelled more ecological loss and 

destruction by relying on offsets like compensatory afforestation.



Is planting saplings a solution to the felling of trees?

Urban redevelopment can be taken forward with ecological considerationsIT’S 
Complicated 

Cutting trees is an inevitable sacrifice for development, according to the

urban pragmatist.

- Can people in cities live well in the absence of trees?

- Most urban development projects provide grandiose claims of

replacing each mature tree felled with 2-10 saplings.

- Planners seek to compensate for the loss of these trees by selecting

fast-growing species.

- The location of compensatory plantation poses another challenge.

- With coordination between municipal engineering and forest

departments, and genuine public consultation, designs can be

innovatively modified to save a number of trees.

- CA, when needed, must be done locally, using the right species.



IS PLANTING SAPLINGS A 

SOLUTION TO THE FELLING OF 

TREES?

Ambivalent

TONE



MATCH THE FOLLOWING

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

(A) The central bank chose to sell 

dollars

(D) that involves wheeling power 

from the project.

(B) Experts said the move makes 

monetary

(E) threshold for realistic appeals.

(C) Bangladesh has hit upon a 

novel model

(F) at a date within the next three 

months.

(1) A-D, B-E, C-F (2) A-D, B-F, C-E (3) A-E, B-F, C-D

(4) A-F, B-D, C-E (5) A-F, B-E, C-D



IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES
MOON SHINE

Bilateral(Adj.)- involving two parties, especially countries- द्विपक्षीय
Drift(V)- stray, digress- िुख्य विषय स दरू हो जाना
Capricious(Adj.)- fickle, changeable- िपल
Unpredictable(Adj.)- not able to be predicted, uncertain- पररितणनशील
Consolidate(V)- combine, unite- सिेकन करना
ECONOMIC DEFINITION:

Trade deficit(N)- the amount by which the cost of a country's imports exceeds     

the value of its exports- व्यापार-घाटा
Counternarrative(N)- A narrative that goes against another narrative.



• That South Korean President Moon Jae-in undertook a four-day visit to India this week,

when there is hectic diplomacy over the Korean peninsula, speaks of his commitment to

improving bilateral ties.

• Trade, at $20 billion, is a fraction of the potential, given that India and South Korea are

Asia’s third and fourth largest economies.

• Tourism between the two countries has always been low, and strategically both New Delhi

and Seoul are preoccupied with tensions in their immediate neighbourhoods and ties with

the big world powers than with each other.

Moon shine



• The inauguration of Samsung’s biggest mobile factory in Noida will bring investment and

create jobs in India.

• India has asserted its place as a “stakeholder” in the Korean peace process.

• At a time when U.S. foreign policy is capricious and unpredictable, and China’s is making

purposeful moves towards global domination, it is important that the South Korea-India

partnership grows and consolidates, to contribute to stability in the region.

Moon shine



MOON SHINE

Speculative 

TONE



IMPORTANT IDIOMS

 In a Cleft stick- Having only undesirable options from which to choose.

 Play to the gallery- To act, behave, or perform in such a way as to receive 

as much approval from an audience or spectators as one can get.

 Abide by- To conform to, comply with

ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION:

 Credibility- The quality of being trusted and believed in- विश्वसनीयता

 Ecology(N)- the branch of biology that deals with the relations of 

organisms to one another and to their physical surroundings- पररस्स्थनत 
विज्ञान




